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Reducible Covariance Structures 
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Communicated by P. R. Krishnaiah 
Likelihood ratio tests are derived for testing the structure of mean values in a 
two-way classification. The most general hypothesis considered is when the mean 
values are subject to row and column effects and interaction has a given 
complexity. The observations corresponding to a row or a column classification are 
assumed to have an unknown dispersion (variance covariance) matrix. Two types 
of dispersion matrices are considered, one with a general and another with a 
reducible structure. Some special cases are considered. The results of the paper 
provide generalizations of tests on dimensionality and interactions in a two-way 
array of mean values considered by Fisher, Anderson, Fujikoshi, Mandel, and Rao. 
%I 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Y be a k xp matrix of random variables which are jointly normally 
distributed with 
WI = M, D(F)=C@C, (1.1) 
where E and D stand for expectation and dispersion matrix operators, B is 
the vector obtained from Y by writing the rows vertically one below the 
other starting from the first, A4 is a k xp matrix of unknown mean values, Z 
is a p x p unknown positive definite matrix and C is a k X k known positive 
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definite matrix. Further let S be a p xp symmetric matrix of random 
variables independent of Y and having a central Wishart distribution 
on s degrees of freedom. 
We note that if we have an n xp matrix of observations U with a p- 
variate regression model 
U=XB+c, E(E) = 0, D(t)=I@Z, (1.3) 
then the Gauss-Markoff estimate of a k xp submatrix of B has a 
distribution of the type (1.1) and the unbiased estimate of Z multiplied by 
the degrees of freedom has a distribution of the type (1.2) when 
t? - N,(O, I @ Z). 
On the basis of observed Y and S we consider testing a general hypothesis 
of the following type on the structure of the mean values in M, 
H,:M=XY+@W’+r, (1.4) 
where X is a k x b given matrix of rank b, W is ap x c given matrix of rank 
c, Y and @ are matrices of free parameters, and r is a matrix of specified 
rank r < min(k - b, p - c). 
Following Gollob [7], we call the model 
Y=XY+@W’+T+& (l-5) 
with D(E? = C @ ,T, a general two way FANOVA (factor analysis of 
variance) model. We note: 
(i) If X is a k-vector of unities and W is a null matrix, then H, is the 
hypothesis specifying the dimensionality of the row mean vectors in M, 
which is the problem considered by Fisher [4] and Rao [ 13, p. 5591. In 
Fisher’s problem, M is the matrix of mean (row) vectors of k populations 
and the data consist of samples of sizes n, ,.,., nk from the k populations. In 
such a case Y is the matrix of sample mean values, C is the diagonal matrix 
with n;‘,..., n,’ as diagonal entries, and S is the pooled corrected sum of 
squares and products matrix computed from within samples, with degrees of 
freedom n, + ... + nk - k. 
(ii) If both X and W are null matrices, then Ho is the hypothesis 
specifying the rank of Lkl, which is the problem considered by Anderson [ 11. 
In his case, Y is the matrix of estimates of regression parameters. 
(iii) If X is a k-vector of unities and W is a p-vector of unities, then 
H,, is the hypothesis specifying the rank of interaction in the two way setup 
of mean values in M, which is the problem considered by Gollob [7], 
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Mandel [ 111, Corsten and van Eijnsbergen [3], and Krishnaiah and 
Yochmowitz [9] in the special case when Z = u*I and C = I. 
In this paper, we consider the problem of testing HO with general matrices 
X, W, and C under a general structure for Z and also when C is of the form 
~=ua:V,V;+~~*+ufV,V;, (1.6) 
where V= (V1 : ... : Vr> is p xp matrix of rank p. The class (1.6) includes 
what have been termed as reducible covariance matrices by Bargmann [2]. 
2. THEOREMS ON OPTIMIZATION 
The main result which is used in proving the propositions of this paper is 
contained in a theorem proved by Rao [ 141, which is stated below in terms 
of the notations introduced in Section 1. Let X be a k x b matrix with rank 
p(X) = b, W be a p X c matrix with p(W) = c and r be a k xp matrix with 
p(T) = Y < min(k - b,p - c). Further let C and C be positive definite 
matrices of orders k and p, respectively, and define the projection operators 
P = x(xlc-lx>-’ x’c-‘, 
Q = W(W’C-%‘)-I W’C-‘. 
(2.1) 
THEOREM 1 (Rao [ 141). Let A be k X p matrix and 
F=C-“Z(I-P)A(Z-Q’)Z-“2 
with the singular value decomposition 
F=&(F) U, V; + .a. +1,(F) U,V:,. 
P-2) 
(2.3) 
If@) = r < m = p(F), then 
&(C-“*(A -XY- @W’-Z-)Z-“‘1 >&+i(F) ifr+i<m, 
>O ifrfi>m. (2.4) 
The equalities in (2.5) are attained when 
XY = PA, @W’=(I-P)AQ’ 
r=C”*(A,(F) U, V; + ..a +&(F) U,V;)C”‘. P-5) 
(There are errors in reporting the expressions for ‘Y, @, and r given in 
equation (3.12) of Rao [ 141, while the proof of the theorem giving the main 
result (2.4) is correct. Also the matrix Q in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of Rao 
[ 141 should be Q’.) 
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As a consequence of (2.4), for any unitarily invariant norm, 
inf[IC-“*(A -XY- @W’ -T)Z-1’21/, (2.6) 
where inlimum is taken over all Y, @, and r such that p(T) = r,< m, is 
attained at the choices given in (2.5). If the norm chosen is Euclidean, then 
the square of the infimum is 
fc+m + **’ + n;(F) (2.7) 
which plays an important role in the construction of test criteria. 
It may be noted that the singular values of F in (2.2) are the positive roots 
of the nonzero eigenvalues of 
A/C-‘(I-P)A(I- Q’>Z-’ 
or 
A(I- Q')Z-'A'(I-P') C-l. (2.8) 
THEOREM 2. 
Inf/L+(A-XY-@W’-Q’C-‘(A-XY-@W’-r)j 
= lZ’1(1 + q+J a-* (1 + Ai>, (2.9) 
where A,, , ,..., 2, are the last (m - r) singular values of F defined in (2.2). 
The result follows by observing that the determinant on the left-hand side 
of (2.9) is 
where ,u, ,..., p, are the singular values of 
C-‘/z@ -X&U- @W’ 4-Q-4* 
and, by (2.4), ,ui > &+r for i + r < m, and pi 2 0 otherwise, and the equalities 
are attained. 
We state some results which are needed in computing the degrees of 
freedom of various hypotheses considered in the paper. 
Let X and W be as defined at the beginning of this section and M be the 
mean matrix defined in (1.1). Consider the hypothesis 
H,,:M=XY'@W'tr, 
where Y and @ are unspecified and r is a matrix of specified rank 
r < min(k - b,p - c). The hypothesis implies that the elements in M are 
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subject to (p - c - r)(k - b - r) constraints, which represents the degrees of 
freedom of the hypothesis. We give below different hypotheses and the 
associated degrees of freedom. 
Hypothesis Degrees of freedom 
M=XY++W’+r 
M=X’P+T 
M=@W’+f’ 
M=XY+@W’ 
M=f 
(p - c - r)(k - b - r) 
@ - r)(k - b - r) 
@ - c - r)(k - r) 
@ - c)(k - b) 
(P - r)(k - f-1 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
3. TESTS OF HYPOTHESES UNDER GENERAL C 
We consider a k x p matrix of observations Y whose elements are jointly 
normally distributed with 
E(Y) = M and D(~)=C@Z;, (3.1) 
where M, C, and 2Z are as mentioned in Section 1. 
The density function of the observations in such a case is 
(2qW IzI-k/2 jcl-~l2 exp(-i IJC-“2(Y-M)2.-1’2112}, (3.2) 
where the norm in the exponent is the Euclidean norm. 
Let S be a p x p symmetric matrix of random variables distributed 
independently of Y as WP(s, Z) so that the density function of S is propor- 
tional to 
l,?-“‘2 ISlcs-p-1)‘2 exp{- 4 tr C-‘S). (3.3) 
The log likelihood of A4 and Z based on Y and S is $I,, apart from a 
constant, where 
L =- (k t s)log I~~-trC-‘S-~~C-“2(Y-M)~~“2~~.2 (3.4) 
If there is no restriction on M, then the minimum of -L with respect to M 
and C is 
a+(kts)log/SI, (3.5) 
where a =p(k + s) +p(k + s) log(k + s))‘. For any given it4, the minimum 
of -L with respect to 2 is 
a+(k+s)logISt(Y-M)‘C-‘(Y-M)]. (3.6) 
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Now, let A4 be subject to the constraint A4 = XY + @IV’ + r with 
p(T) = r < min(k - b,p - c). Then, by Theorem 2, the minimum of (3.6) is 
a+(k+s)log[lSI(l +g+J**. (1 +qJ], (3.7) 
where 1’ r+ i ,..., 1: are the last nonzero eigenvalues of 
Y’C-‘(I-F’) Y(l - Q’)S-‘, 
where 
P =X(X’C-‘x)-l x/c-‘, 
Q = W(W’S-‘W)-’ W’S-‘. 
The likelihood ratio for testing the hypothesis H,,, is 
(3.8) 
(3.7)-(3.5)= (k+s)log[(1 +I;+,) *a’ (1 +A;)] (3.9) 
which has an asymptotic x2 distribution on (p - c - r)(k - b - r) degrees of 
freedom given in (2.10). 
Note 1. Let 2 be a k x (k - b) matrix of rank (k - b) such that Z’X = 0 
and V be a p x @ - c) matrix of rank (p - c) such that W’ V = 0. Then the 
nonzero eigenvalues of (3.8) are the same as those of 
v’Y’z(z’cz)-’ z’Yv(v’w-’ (3.10) 
or the eigenvalues of V’Y’Z(ZCZ)-’ Z’YV with respect to V’SV. 
Note 2. From (3.10), it follows that the statistic (3.9) without the 
multiplying factor has the same distribution as the corresponding statistic for 
testing the hypothesis that a (k - b) x @ - c) matrix A4 of mean values has 
given rank r (i.e., a hypothesis of the type H,,, with k as (k - b) and p as 
0, - c). Then, following the suggestion by Fujikoshi [6] and Lawley [lo], a 
better approximation to the x2 statistic in (3.9) is obtained by changing the 
constant (k + s) to 
s+f(k-b-p+c-l)+~:6;2, (3.11) 
where A2 i ,..., A: are the first r eigen values of (3.8). 
The statistic (3.9) provides the general expression for testing any of the 
hypotheses H,, ,..., Ho5. For instance, the test for H,,, is obtained by putting 
W = 0 and c = 0, H,,, by putting X = 0 and b = 0, Ho4 by putting r = 0, and 
H,, by putting W=O, c=O, X=0, and b=O. 
In particular, the test for absence of interaction in the two-way array of 
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mean values A4 in the usual sense is obtained by choosing X as k-vector of 
unities, W as a p-vector of unities, and r as the null matrix. In such a case 
the degrees of freedom is @ - l)(k - 1). The test for H,, with general X and 
W may be considered as a test for generalized interaction after eliminating 
row and column effects specified by the design matrix X and the structural 
matrix W. 
In practice, the test for the usual interaction may be simply derived by 
considering the p - 1 differences of the original p measurements as basic 
observations and testing the hypothesis that the rows of M are all the same. 
4. TESTS OF HYPOTHESES UNDER A REDUCIBLE Z 
Let 
where Vi is a known p X gi matrix of rank gi, i = l,...,f, such that 
g1 + . . . + gr = p, and 0: are unknown. The expression (4.1) can be written in 
a compact way as 
c= VAV’, (4.2) 
where V= (Vi : . . . : V,) and A is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal 
element uf repeated gi times, i = 1 ,...,f: The class of matrices (4.1) includes 
what Bargmann [2] calls reducible matrices. If we have a k x p matrix of 
observations Y* such that 
W*) =M* and D(F*)=C@Z 
then, under the transformation Y = Y, (V-l)‘, we have 
(4.3) 
E(Y)=M*(V-‘)‘=A4 and D(~=C@A (4.4) 
and the hypotheses of the type H,, -H,, on M* reduce to similar 
hypotheses on M. We shall therefore work with the transformed matrix of 
variables as defined in (4.4). We assume that we have independent variables 
S ,,..., S, such that SJcr: has x2 distribution on hi degrees of freedom, 
i = l,..J 
Under the conditions assumed, the density function of S, ,..., S, is propor- 
tional to 
fJ m- (‘/2)hi &y’W exp(4/202) (4.5) 
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and that of Y to 
(+I . . . ,,;g,)-WM exp(-+ IIC-1’2(Y-M)d-1’2112). (4.6) 
Let us consider testing of the hypothesis 
H,,:M=X!P+ @W’ +r, (4.7) 
where X, W, and r are as described in (1.4). The computation of the 
likelihood ratio criterion in this case is somewhat complicated, and there is 
no closed form expression as in the case of unrestricted Z. However, a 
suitable numerical algorithm can be developed for computing the test 
statistic. 
First, we maximize (4.6) for given CJ~,..., uj under the constraint (4.7) for 
M. By applying Theorem 1 (Sect. 2), we find that the minimum of 
IIc-“2(Y-M)A-~‘2~~2 
is 
qtl +a** +n;, (4.8) 
where A2 ,.+ 1 ,..., A; are the last (m - r) eigen values of 
Y’C-‘(Z-P) Y(Z- Q’) A-’ or YA-‘(I -Q) Y’(Z-P’) C-‘, 
where 
P = x(xc’x)-’ X/c-l, 
Q= W(W’A-‘W)-’ WA-‘. 
Taking the logarithm of the product of (4.5) and (4.6) after substituting the 
expression (4.8) in the exponent of (4.6) and retaining only the terms 
involving uf we have 
(4.9) 
where it may be noted that AZ+ 1 ,..., A;5 are all functions of 0: ,..., r$. The 
expression (4.9) can be maximized numerically by using a suitable computer 
program. Details of the computations will be discussed in a forthcoming 
paper by Rao and Rao [ 151. 
Let 13~ 1 ,..., c?‘; be the optimum values which maximize (4.9). Then the 
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likelihood ratio criterion for testing H,, (after taking the logarithm and 
multiplying~by -2) turns out to be 
,$, Chi - bi) log $3 (4.10) 
I 
where S; = Si/(hi + kg,), which is asymptotically distributed as x2 on 
0, - c - r)(k - b - r) degrees of freedom. 
It may be noted that the optimization problem associated with (4.9) and 
the computation of the likelihood ratio criterion are similar to those arising 
in testing for the number of factors in a factor analytic model (Rao [ 121). 
The likelihood ratio criteria for HoZ,..., H,, are of the same form as (4.10) 
and are obtained by choosing X, W, b, c, and r, appropriately. Further, 
likelihood ratio criteria can be obtained when S, ,..., Sf are not available 
provided that gi satisfy some conditions. 
5. SPECIAL CASES 
Let Y and S be as defined in (1.1) and (1.2) and suppose that 
z=a:v, v; + ... + uj V,V; as in (4.1). We consider the hypothesis 
H,,: M = Xy + @ W’ + r and derive the test criterion without making the 
transformation to independent measurements as in Section 4. 
For any given ut,..., oj, wecomputeC=~:~/,VI+...+u:V~~~andthe 
matrix 
Y’C-‘(I-P) Y(l - Q’)Z-‘, (5.1) 
where 
P=X(X’C~lx)-’ x’c-’ 
Q= W(W’C-‘W)-’ W’s?-‘. 
Let A: ,..., A; be the eigen values of (5.1). Denote V = (V, : a.4 : V/) and 
v-‘=(U,: ..* : .!I&’ and compute 
Si=tr U/SU,, i = l,...,J (5.2) 
The objective function (4.9) can be written in terms of the original Y and S 
in the form 
- f(k + s>(g1 log u: + ... +&log 0;) 
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The expression (5.3) is maximized as a function of ui,..., 0:. The statistic 
corresponding to (4.10) is 
x2 = (k + s) i: gi log i’ (5.4) 
i=l si’ ’ 
where sf = SJg,(k + s). 
In particular, when Z has the intraclass correlation structure 
c = u;uu’ + u;(z - uu’), 
where U’ = (l/G,..., l/h), there are only two different uf and 
s, = U’SU, S,=trS-S,, 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
and the objective function is 
- j(k + s)(log 0; + (p - 1) log a:> 
-f ( $+2+i:+, + . . . +/I:, 1 . 
Note that 
c-’ = uJ;%u + u,yz- 2424’) 
so that Q can be computed using the expression (5.8). 
If W’ = (l,..., l), then (5.1) reduces to a;* times 
Y’c- ‘(I - P) Y(Z - 2424’). 
The minimum of (5.9) subject to the hypothesis H,, is 
ru:+1+ -*- +p;, 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
where ,ui ,...,,ui are the eigenvalues of (5.9) and do not depend on unknown 
parameters. The objective function in such a case is 
involving only u:. The likelihood ratio criterion for testing H,, is 
which is asymptotically x2 on (p - 1 - r)(k - b - r) degrees of freedom. 
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6. STEPWISE TESTS 
Sometimes stepwise test procedures are recommanded for determining the 
complexity of the interaction component of M, the matrix of mean values, 
such as those proposed by Yochmowitz and Cornell [ 161 when z= a*Z. 
Similar tests can be obtained for the general and reducible z considered in 
the present paper. For instance, in the problem discussed in Section 3 for 
testing the hypothesis M = X!P + @W’ + r with p(T) = r against the alter- 
native p(T) = r + 1, the likelihood ratio criterion is 
(k + s) log( 1 + n,z+ I>, (6.1) 
where A:+, is as defined in (3.9). However, it is not in general distributed 
even asymptotically as x2 on 0, - c + k - b - 2r - 1) degrees of freedom. 
The asymptotic distribution of AZ,, can be approximated by that of the 
largest root of one central Wishart matrix W, - W,-,-,(k - b - Y) with 
respect to another W, - Wp-c-l(s - r). Then we can use A:+, itself as the 
test statistic and compare it with the tabulated percentage points of the 
largest root (see Krishnaiah [ 8 1). 
When ,X is reducible, the likelihood ratio criterion for the same hypothesis 
is 
C(h, + g,k) log($/r?;), (6.2) 
where 6: are the optimal values as in (4.10) and $f are the optimal values 
when (3LF+1 + ... +A:) is replaced by (A:+* + ... +A:) in (4.9). The 
asymptotic distribution of the statistic (6.2) is under investigation. 
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